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Stone Age
Pits stored seeds
and food

Stored wine, olive
oil, grain

Wool-houses
storing livestock

Mills resembling
warehouses
today

Source: Avanta workspace creation

space, resulting from an increase in SKUs due to shortening product lifecycles, rapid
innovation and rising end customer demands. 2015 saw an 18.5% increase in the number of
higher than in 2010s – driving technologies that can enable optimal space utilization. On the
other hand, retail inventory has been historically accurate approximately 60% of the time –
making it crucial for the adoption of warehouse management systems using technologies like
RFID, BLE, Wi-Fi that can enable real-time inventory visibility and improved accuracy in
movement and status of inventory. 2016 saw a workplace injury rate of almost 5% underlining the importance of implementing geofencing and designating zones for workforce
and equipment movement.
warehouses need to have IoT-led, end-to-end, real-time visibility right from the point
shipments are received to the point when they are shipped out downstream. Technologies
like RFID, BLE, Wi-Fi are making it possible to track inventory movement, status, prevent
obsolescence (based on the FEFO principle), monitor inventory condition, optimize safe
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7
Accurately verifying
shipment status
and quantity is
critical to
subsequent
operations

Critical to
optimizing cargo
travel times, goods
& worker safety,
and inventory
tracking & retrieval

A faster, accurate
and automated
sorting process
ensures less time
lost and smoother
operations

Typically the
costliest process in
warehouses,
accuracy directly
impacts
end-customer
satisfaction

Crucial to
increasing storage
space utilization
and optimizing

Only considered
successful if
delivered in the
right time,
condition, quantity
and place

Minimizing
damages is critical
while controlling
packaging costs

Ensuring accuracy in
inventory management:
tracking pallet journey

Optimizing space
utilization for increasing

Maximizing resource
productivity: manpower,
equipment, docks

Optimizing picking –
automating sorting,
putaway

Controlling costs: keeping
distribution overheads
down to ensure
competitiveness

Ensuring visibility and
secure workplace with
minimal hazards
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Walking, manual picking can account for
more than 50% of picking times

Increased adoption of Goods to People
technologies is driving IoT in warehouse
market to reach 19.06 Bn USD (2025E)

Costs of leveraging manual processes
and systems is 31x than that of digital
systems

Labor costs constitute 65% of facilities
operating budgets (2016)

Smart Warehouse powered by IATM (Intelligent asset tracking and management) by IoT
IoT
IoT
TM

WoRKSTMand
at HCL
HCL
Technologies
SAP Practice
WoRKS

technologies like RFID, BLE, Wi-Fi and cameras (among others), an (optional) on-prem IoT
gateway, and Cloud & on-premise deployment options for the secure and scalable solution and
can be integrated with industry leading WMSes (Warehouse Management Systems).
Sensor-Reader infrastructure (Passive RFID, BLE, Wi-Fi) determines entry and exit movement
and real-time location of inventory- including storage management and grouping. Capable of
processing hundreds of tags simultaneously, they further enable automated end-to-end
automations. The solution uses a microservices based architecture and can send near real-time
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Smart inventory management

Smart capacity management

Sensors deployed can track all attributes of
inventory storage. Inventory control:
optimize inventory, automation, tracking,
including smart storage and movement
(driven by FEFO Logic). Proactive alerts,

Automate warehouse occupancy monitoring
to spot unoccupied slots in real-time. Gain
insights into optimum location utilization,
store similar products (brands, categories,
SKUs) nearby for easy sorting & pick-up.
Sensors are deployed to monitor sorting
system asset usage and status. Proactive
downtimes auto-alerts to warehouse

decision making.

optimal capacity.

Critical asset tracking & utilization
management
Gain real-time visibility into how
consignments are stored & routed within the
warehouse. Track goods & assets (including
concentration of tagged resources).
Automatically route incoming pallets to their
designated storage area. Implement
geo-fences to ensure secure premises.

Accident & injury prevention
Sensors combined with cameras attached to
forklifts enable communication across
equipment and scan the environment for
hidden objects that could cause a collision.
Forklifts can be programmed to slow
automatically when they sense an oncoming
forklift or pedestrian. Avoid accidents by
using load cell/sensors to detect when a
load has become too heavy or when an
uneven load has been placed on the forklift.
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Shelf stock-level
auto-updates and
self-checkout at stores

Warehouse inventory and
asset planning across sites,
storage, parts & tools

Automate consumables,
parts, tools issues & returns
and faster stock checks in
aftermarkets & MRO
facilities

Receiving (tagging) to
packing and shipping
(tag-removal, if required)

can help auto-optimize
expenses & time and better
manage inventory storage &
movement operations

Inventory availability and
automated replenishments
in material stores and
workstations

Inbound and outbound
logistics

Enabling end-to-end
visibility & control anytime,
anywhere
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& tooling equipment in 85%
less search time

zones to minimize asset loss,
misplacement and accidents

(Storage, movement,
replenishment) processes –
track at scale within
seconds

to prevent
unauthorized breaches

deployment ready solution

across
the entire supply chain for
better planning

IoT WoRKSTM is a dedicated IoT business unit of HCL Technologies.

HCL’s global SAP practice has been

deployment ready solutions co-created with customers, enable them

transformation globally for the last 25+
years. Building on our strong legacy of
SAP innovation, our 9,000+ SAP
consulting strength- combined with
HCL’s leading in-house Engineering
TM
Services, IoT WoRKSTM
and Digital and
Analytics practices– mean that HCL is
positioned to lead digital transformation
across the complete portfolio of new
SAP Digital technologies.

Rated as a global leader in IoT consulting & services by top analysts,
our solutions, enable IoT-led business transformation through
and business models that deliver measurable business outcomes.
At HCL we believe that the transformative impact of IoT is realized
by IoTizing the ‘things’, connecting the assets to a data platform and
then using the data to derive business insights and taking business
decisions which ultimately lead to change in enterprise’s processes
and people practices.
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LEADER

IDC

IDC Marketscape, IoT consulting and
systems integration services, 2020

Zinnov

Zinnov Zones for connected assets &
connected logistics, 2019

ISG

ISG Provider LensTM for IoT managed
services, USA 2019

ISG

ISG Provider LensTM for IoT consulting
and services, USA 2019

DDX

Pangea

Accelerator for
device IoT-ization

Data Analytics
platform

Idea gateway

Platform
acceleration suite

Reference Design for
an intelligent device

Build next generation
cloud services

ISG

ISG Provider LensTM for IoT in
manufacturing, USA 2019

HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
HCL offers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through offerings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

www.hcltech.com

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on December 31, 2021, HCL has a consolidated revenue of US
$ 11.48 billion and its 208,000 ideapreneurs operate out of 52 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.com

